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The solution to the problem of how long a present valve
maximizing forester should let trees grow has a long history
in the literatures of economics and forestry. Until recently,
however, ,thecomparative statics of the forestry problem when
there are~two decision variables, an initial input at the time
of regeneration of the stand and the rotation period,had not
been investigated. In this paper we offer a generalization,
clarifica~ion,and extension of some recent works in this area.
Consider a single firm that owns a homogeneous area of
P land suit d to the management of some intolerant specie. The
firm uses a clear-cut and replant silvicultural regime. No
I
other inp~ts (e.g., thinning, fertilization, etc.) are used.
The firm buys inputs and sells output in competitive markets;
hence, th
I
“wage” rate (price of silvicultural effort) and
price of imber are considered to be exogenous parameters by
the firm.~ Moreover, there exists a perfect capital market in
which the~firm can borrow and lend at a given rate of interest.
The ~irm anticipates that the best use of the land, now
1= and forev r, is the management of forests for timber production.2
It seeks to maximize the present value of profits from
its operations over an infinite planning horizon by choosing
the rotation period and silvicultural inputs such as site
preparation and planting.
This textbook stylization of a forestry operation is
familiar to students of forestry. A version of it first
was forwarded by the German forester Martin Faustmann in
1849 and it long has formed the basis for the study of
forestry issues (see Samuelson (1976) for a survey of some
historical literature). Recently it has been used in
several studies of problems in forest economics, and the
comparative statics properties of the model have been
explored.
Howe (1979) presents the model with a fixed initial
silvicul.turalinput and examines the effects of changes in
the wage rate, output price, and the interest rate on the
optimal rotation. His analysis reveals that changes in the
price of timber and the interest rate have ambiguous effects,
while an increase in input costs surely increases the rotation
period. However, because he uses a graphical analysis, Howe
is unable to characterize precisely conditions under which alter-
native effects on the rotation period obtain.
Hyde (1980) studies a variable silvicultural input model
and concludes that a price rise definitely shortens the
rotation and increases silvicultural effort, while a wage
increase has th~ opposite effects. Hyde also finds that an3
increase in the interest rate shortens the ro~.atinn.
Unfortunately, Hyde’s analysis is faulty in that his con-
clusions are derived by holding one input constant and
examining the response of the other variable to a parameter
change. This is not a legitimate exercise: all inputs Will
be altered in response to parametric changes and discovery
of the qualitative nature of this response requires solution
of a system of simultaneous equations.
Finally, Jackson (1980) uses a correct mathematical
methodology and finds that comparative statics results
depend on the sign of the cross partial derivative of the
production function. Jackson holds that if this deriva-
tive is negative price increases or wage decreases shorten
the rotation, and a rise in the interest rate lengthens
it. If the cross partial is positive, however, Jackson
claims that exactly the opposite effects obtain. Regarding
silvicultural effort, the sign of the cross partial
derivative does not matter; according to Jackson, price
increases always induce greater effort, while increases in
the interest rate or wage always reduce it. The problem
with Jackson’s study is that he uses a specific functional
form for his production function and thereby obscures some
more general conclusions that can be drawn.
The comparative statics results of Howe, Hyde and Jackson
are presented in Table 1. Anticipating things to come,-the
results of this analysis are presented there as well.4
A second issue investigated by Jackson and by
Hyde is the slope of the graph of the supply function
for wood products that is implied by the Faustmann
model. There are two aspects of this problem that have
received attention. The first is the slope of the
short-run supply curve, which shows the reaction of -.
output to price increases when no additional land is
devoted to wood production. I call this the restricted
entry supply curve. The second issue is the slope of
the supply curve where entry of new acreage is allowed.
Note that, as with all comparative static exercises,
comparisons are made between equilibrium configurations
with no attention paid to adjustment processes.1
Jackson (1980) finds that, ‘forthe functional form
he uses for the production function, the restricted entry
supply curve is strictly increasing in output price. He






that it is likely
2 wood products.
in contrast, is unable to siqn the slope
entry supply curve. However, Hyde feels
that when more acreage is devoted to
forestry after the price rise, the combination of this
effect and increased silvicultural effort will outweigh
possible shortened rotations and the supply durve always
will be upward sloping.
-!TABLE1
SUMMARY OF COMPARATIVE STATICSRESULTS
Changein: ROTATION SILVICULTURAL EFFORT
interest interest
with increase in: price wage rate price wage rate
Howe
(fixedplanting) *a + & NAb NA NA
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Jacksond:
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givesvolume ofwood standing on the sitewhenE unitsof
silvicultural effortareusedandtrees areT yearsold.
caseis F* ET ‘rT*) <r(pF~ ‘O or O<PF~T(l-e -w) wherep is output
price, r is the interest rate,w is thepriceof effort,and the
stardenotesthatderivatives are evaluated at optimalchoices.6
Clark (1976) also investigates





the slope of the
a fixed silvicultural
curve always is
sloped. He does not consider the case with
does he allow effort to be choice variable.
The goal of the present paper is twofold: (1) to
derive rigorously the comparative statics results for the
two input I?austmann model using a general production
function, and (2) to investigate the slope of the supply
curve for this model. The paper is organized as follows:
in section two the basic model and the first and second
order necessary conditions for a maximum are set forth,
section three provides a description of the methodology of
comparative statics and the results of this analysis,
section four examines the supply curve, section five
explores some extensions of the basic model, and section
six is a discussion. Proofs of the propositions are
contained in the Appendix.
The Model
The production function is given by a map F: R x R +
R relating standing volume per acre to the age of the tree7
and to the level of silvicultural effort used, i.e.,
Q = F(T, E).
Letting EM denote the class of maps with m continuous
derivatives, it is assumed that FSE2 and satisfies
FT>(),FE>(),FTT<O, FEE<O,
where subscripts are used to”denote partial
The forester’s problem is to maximize
value of profits from continued management






output, w the price of silvicultural effort, and r the
rate of interest, the forester seeks to solve




There are several things to note about (2). First,
the forester begins with bare ground; hence, there is an
initial silvicultural input. Second, I have assumed
the problem is a steady-state one in which prices,




allows one to conclude that all rotations are the same;
the forester faces the same problem after each harvest and
identical problems have identical solutions. Moreover, I
assume that no constraints on the amount of wood that can
be harvested exist (other than the obvious one that
harvest cannot exceed standing volume).38
If T* and E* are optimal choices of the control
variables , it is necessary that





hold, where I have used the notation G* for G(x~’).
Conditions (3) and (4) are sufficient for a maximum if the





is negative definite. Sufficient conditions are satisfied
‘f ‘$T
c O and det(H) > 0 where det(H) is the determined of
the matrix H, The condition det(H) > 0 holds if and only
if
‘fTvtiE‘(vtT)2 ‘ ‘*









Naturally, by Young’s theorem, VET = VTE.
By the assumptions in (l), (6) and (7) are negative.
The cross partial derivative (8) can be negative or
positive, but this is irrelevant for the sufficient




seminal work of Samuelson (1947), I
statics results by applying the
Implicit Function Theorem to the system of first order
necessary conditions to obtain the optimal choice
variables as differentiable functions of the parameters of
the system. It is then possible to discover the
qualitative mature of responses of the optimal choices to
changes in the parameters,
More formally, if x is a vector of choice variables,
b is a vector of parameters, G
such that G(xO;b) = O, and the
is non-singular, then one can
function x*(b) such that G(x*
is a differentiablemap
matrix &G(xO;b) E DXG
solve for a differentiable
(b);b) = O holds as an
identity (see, for example, Edwards 1973, pp. 181-192).
Furthermore, it can be demonstrated that
Dbx*=-[DxG(xO;b)] ‘l[DbG(xO;b)l. (9)
In the forestry problem being considered here, let






Since I have assumed that the sufficient condition (5)
holds, the Implicit Function Theorem says that there
exists differentiable functions T*(p,w,r) and E*(p,w,r)
which, upon inserting into (3) and (4), transform them10
into identities. Then, and only then, does the differen-
tiation of these conditions become a sensible mathematical
operation. The importance of the sufficiency condition
(5) (instead of the necessary condition that the matrix H
is negative semi-definite)now becomes clear.
Hyde (1980) errs in that he skips the step of using
the Implicit Function Theorem and differentiates the first
order conditions directly. Thus, he ignores the
simultaneous nature of the comparative statics exercise
and therefore misses the results derived below.Q
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Using (6), (7), (8), and (11)-(13) the following
propositions follow. All of these are proven in Appendix
A. To simplify matters somewhat, define condition E:
O~pF~T(l-e-rT*):r(pF~-w)T*<O and L~>O if F~T<O or if condition E Proposition 1: ~




pE ET , and E~z(<)O as
%TV;E
>(<) ‘iEv~T “
Proposition 2: T$>O and Lj<O if F~T<()or if condition E
holds. If neither of these hold, then T;>(<) o as
ptv~E >(<) f7$Ev~T , =dE$ c(>)O as
‘;TV$E
>(<) ‘~Tv$T “
Proposition 3: T~<O and L~<O if FfiT>() and
l-e pF~#,
-rTY),r(PF~-\r) . If F~T<O or condition E
holds, then T~c(>)O as V~TV~E I>(<) V~EV~T ,
and E~c(>)O as ‘iTv$E
>(<) ‘iTvlT l
The fixed silvicultural input result easily is
derived by substituting a constant k for WE above and
writing F(T) in place of (1). Then the first order
condition is V+ = O, and use of the Implicit Function
Theorem results in the identity
VT(T*(p,r)).
Differentiatingwith respect to p gives
‘pT + ‘TTT~ = 0




‘TT is negative by the second order condition and V “ pT 1s
negative as shown in the Appendix. Hence,
T:<(),12
Similarly,
T: = ‘vrT ,
‘TT
Since V=T < 0 is proved in the Appendix, T; < 0. Thus, I
have shown
Proposition 4: In the fixed planting input case,
T; < (),T$ < (jO
Propositions 1-4 establish precise conditions under
which various comparative statics results obtain. If (but
not only if) the condition F~T c O holds, permanent price
increases and/or wage decreases lead to shorter rotations
and increased silvicultural effort.
It is likely that most forest growth situations may
be described by a function F satisfying FET c O. The
.
silvicultural effort variable E represents activities,
such as site preparation and seeding or planting, under-
taken at the beginning of each rotation to establish a new
stand. As the intensity of this activity
regeneration will be obtained more promptly
stocking will be better controlled thereby





ages. However, as a stand ages the initial silvicultural
activity to achieve regeneration becomes relatively less
important in determining volume; i.e.,
may have large differences in volume
different levels of E, but stands 100
stands 5 years old
associated with
years old will be
nearly indistinguishable in standing volume on the basis13
of small differences in initial silvicultural efforts.
Thus, as depicted in Figure 1’ ‘ET < 0 is likely. But ,
as has been shown, models with identical comparative ~
statics implications to those with FET < 0 are compatible
‘ith ‘ET > 0 as long as the divergence is “small” in a
sense that I have now made precise,5
Interestingly, the “normal case” ‘f ‘ET < 0’ ‘bile
removing ambiguity vis-a-vis the comparative static





change in the interest rate that depend in
way on the relative magnitudes of the
the function V*. Only in the fixed effort
increase in the interest rate lead
unambiguously to a shortening of the rotation,
The Supply Curve
In this section of the paper the supply curve for
forest products is analyzed. There are two aspects of
this analysis. The first concerns the restricted entry
supply curve in which the total land area
production of wood is fixed; the second
supply curve with entry in which changes






In both of these cases it is assumed that each firm





1. The shape of the production function.15
analyze the steady-statemodel, these harvests are assumed
to be equal, with each firm managing a fully regulated
forest.G To simplify
land is homogeneous.
owns one unit of area
of area each period.
given by
the analysis, I assume that forest
Further, I take it that each firm
and, therefore, harvests l/T* units
The volume harvested by each firm is
y*(p,w,r) s F(T*(p,w,r), E*(p,w,r))/T*(p,w,r). (14)
The problem as posed is somewhat unusual in that land
is assumed to be homogeneousand linear homogeneityin land
therefore, is natural. Yet, I restrict each firm in size
to one unit of area. This eliminates the problem of an
indeterminate number of firms in long run competitive
equilibrium under perfect competition when the technology
is linear homogeneous (see Varian 1978, p. 59). Here, the
number of films as determined in the standard manner:
output per firm in each time period is given by (14). If
n is the number of firms,
Q (p,w,r) = n y*(p,w,r) (15)
is total output. Given a demand curve, the equilibrium
number of firms, n*(p,w,r), is such that the market clears
and industry profits are zero.
In what follows, I restrict my analysis to the supply
curve, i.e., to aQ*/ap. Further, throughout this section
I discuss only the normal case from the previous section
‘n ‘hich ‘iiT < 0’16
Case 1: Restricted Entry
In this case n; is zero by assumption so that
Q:= ~ n*y*,
and I may examine the supply curve of a representative
firm without loss of generality. Returning to the
definition of y*(p) in (14) and taking the indicated
derivative provides
‘;
= [T$c (F~T;+F~E;) +%T;] / (T;? 2
(16)
so that
sign{y~}= sign{T*[F*-F*/T*]+F*E*} pT E p. (17)
By assumption, I am analyzing in this section the
is positive,
by a tunction satisfying
I conclude that E; is
whence if F~ - F*/T* is
whereas it may be of
forest growth situation described - - “
‘ET < 0“ Thus, by Proposition 1,
positive and that T; is negative,
negative, y; surely
either sign if F? -
Unfortunately,
way of deducing ~ priori the sign of F* - F*/T*. F*/T* is
average yield per unit area, i.e. , the slope of a raY from
the origin to the point (T*,F*). Let To solve max F*/T*.
Then, if F is strictly concave (in the relevant region),
it is immediate that
F*/T$~is positive.
in this general setting there is no
F* >(<) F*/T* as T* <(>) To (18)
(see Figure 2).
The difficulty
or less than To best
in
is
determining whether T* is greater




silvicultural effort. Suppose the interest rate is zero.’
Then the forester wishes to harvest so as to mazimize net





As shown in Figure
On the other hand,
- (;)E (19)
3, this gives a rotation of T: > To.
by Proposition 3 it is known that T: <
L
0. Therefore, there is some interest rate, r~, such that
the forester wishes to harvest as soon as the trees take
on a positive net value, i.e., F(T~) = ;E , As shown in
Figure 3, T% < To. Thus, in the fixed effort case,
rotation may be longer or shorter than To and F~ - F$’/T*
may be positive or negative. This discussion is the proof
of
Proposition 5: The restricted entry supply function is
(i) increasing for T* ~ To
(ii) non-decreasing for T* c To if
(iii) decreasing otherwise,
Proposition 5 is amenable to intuitive interpreta-
tion. First, it should be noted that I have used the term
“restricted entry” to avoid confusion in Hyde’s (1980)
presentation regarding the short and long run. In the
“immediate run” there always will be an increase in
quantity supplied as T; is negative; after the price
change there exists excess timber in age classes above the19
----- ----- ------





new rotation that will be liquidated immediately. The
comparative statics results derived above concern, as
noted earlier, the comparison of new and old equilibria
without regard to the adjustment process; however, it is





equilibria, if we ignore the change in
effort, the response of average volume
shortened rotation is a product of two
influences: the change in volume harvested (F*) and the
1 change in area and frequency of harvest (~~) . The first
of these is negative, but the second acts to increase
average harvests. For a strictly concave production
function, at short rotations (T* c To) the decrease in
rotations is very important for volume harvested and
average harvests decline since the small change in area
harvested is relatively less important. For long
rotations (T* > To) the shortening of the rotation matters
little for volume harvested relative to the
area harvested and the average increases.




volume harvested for any rotation length. If this effect
is small and rotations are short, average output in the
new steady-statemay be smaller than it is in the old.21
Case 2: Unrestricted Entry
The present case adds to the restricted entry
situation the possibility of changes in total acreage
devoted to forestry in response to a price increase. That
is, the “long-run supply curve” is
Q;= p p (20) n*y* + n*y* .
The first term in (20) is covered by Proposition 5. It
remains to discuss how the number of firms in the industry
reacts to an increase in price.
It is clear that the number of firms in the industry
is an increasing function of price. As mentioned earlier,
a
the acreage devoted to forestry is determined by maximiz-
ing behavior yielding optimal output per firm and, with
demand curve, the requirement that the maximal present
value (i.e., V*(p,w,r)) is zero. A straightforward
application of the envelope theorem gives a result very




Thus, present value, the value of the land used in
forestry, is an increasing function of output price, and
land previously submarginal for forestry will be enticed
into the forestry sector. This result becomes much more
clear in a model with some non-homogeneity in the land
base, e.g., due to site quality and/or location (see Hyde,
1980; Ledyard and Moses, 1976).22
Therefore, even if y; is negative it is possible that
Q; is positive; y; positive is a sufficient conditon for
Q: positive. Formally,
Proposition 6: In the unrestricted entry case, an
increase in price
(i) increases volume supplied if T*~TO
or if T*<TObut n*y*<y*n*
PP




There are a number of other aspects of forestry that
may be studied in the context of the basic model and
approach advanced here. Three of these will be addressed
in this section; location, site quality, and the prospect
of rising timber prices.
Location
The first consideration, location, easily is
incorporated into the model by assuming the existence of a
constant transportation cost per unit of volume per unit
of distance. Let this cost be $k. Define a net price per
unit of volume of p-k. “Here, p is the mill price and p-k
is the stumpage price. An increase in distance from the23
value center acts just like a decrease in price, and it
can be concluded on the basis of previous propositions
that optimal rotation age increases and optimal silvi-
cultural effort decreases as distance increases (recall
the imposition of FET<O in that section). At p-k land
rent is zero and the extensive margin for forestry is
reached. Land beyond this extensive margin may be
allocated to other uses at zero opportunity cost in terms
of forestry. This conclusion holds, of course, only in
the stead-state, certainty world assumed in the
development of the model.
Site Quality
Site quality is incorporated into the model almost as
easily as location is. Now the idea is that for a given
level of silvicultural effort and given age of the stand,
the volume standing is smaller on poor sites than on good
ones.
More formally, let s be an index of site qualtiy
measured such that higher s implies a biologically more
productive site. Then volume per unit of area may be
written as:
F(T;E;s). (22)
The previous assumptions regarding the curvature of F in T
and E are maintained, as is the assumption that FET<O.
Let s be defined such that Fs>O for all E and T.24
The first order conditions given in (3) and (4), which
characterize present value maximizing choices, remain the
same with all derivatives taken with respect to the produc-
tion function (22). Site quality then becomes another
parameter of the equation system (3),(4), and application
of the Implicit Function Theorem as in the Comparative
Statics Results section yields differentiable functions
T*(p,w,r,s) and E*(p,w,r,s). We are interested in the
partial derivatives E; and T~. These are obtained in the
usual manner in the Appendix; the derivations constitute a
proof of
Proposition 7:
(i) if F~<O and F~T(l-e-rT*) -l>(<)O, then
(ii) if F~s<O and either F~s<O or F]<rF~T(l-e-rT*) -l,
then T~>(<)O as I TJ]EMT >(<) I V;TV##E , and
E~<(>)O as
I ‘!lTvlEI >(<)I ‘iTv~T
(iii) if F~s>O and F*<rF~T(l-e-rT*) -l, then
T~<()and E~>O.
(iv) if F~s>O and F~>rF~T(l-e-rT*) -l>(<)O, then
T~>(<)O as vjT~~E >(<) v~Ev~T , and
E~>(<)O as
‘iTvtE >(<) ‘ITVIT “
Here I have used notation which is an obvious
extension of that used in the Model section: subscripts25
denote partial derivatives and stars denote
derivatives are evaluated at optimal choices
that these
of T and E.
It is not possible to state ~ priori the signs of F~~
and ‘is” For example, in Figure 2 two sets of yield
curves are depicted which exhibit F~s if E is replaced by
s. This
It
ambiguity also is noted in Gregory (1972, p. 311).
is important to point out the complexities
introduced into the analysis when location and site
quality simultaneously are considered. The response of
optimal choices to increases in distance from the center
of value (coveredby Proposition 1 as a decrease in price)
depends on the sign and magnitude of F~T. In general,
however, F~T will depend on site and, moreover, there is
no reason to expect that FETs will be monotonic. Since
distance and site often are correlated negatively there is
no presumption that increased distance and lower site






influences need to be resolved empirically.
Rising Prices
consideration of rising prices for forest
is important because studies reveal that real
prices have been rising at a constant rate of
percent annually for the past 100 years (Hyde,
1981). This phenomenon, usually taken to be exogenous, is
in need of explanation. One possible reason for rising prices
is studied by Lyon (1981)and Graham-Tomasi (1983) . Here,26
I restrict my attention to the effect that expections of
steady, rising timber prices might have on choices of
effort and rotation.
Now, instead of p being constant I have p(t) with
d (t
+ t = ;(t) > o* It is clear from earlier discussion of
the steady-state assumption in the derivation of equation
(2) that the analysis will be greatly facilitated by an
assumption of a constant rate of price increase, i.e.,
s/p=m>O, so that (2) still holds with p(T) replacing p.
Now, if V*(T,E;p(T),w,r) is differentiatedwith respect to
T, one obtains, after dividing through by p, in place of
(3) the expression
o=v~=[l.e-rT* ][mF*+F~]-r[F*-(w/p)E*] (23)
The expression for VE is identical to (4) since ~ does not
appear there. The introduction of ~ into the first order
conditions implies that T* and E* both are functions of m
as well as p,w and r. Use of the now familiar procedure
results in
Proposition 8: If F~T<O and ~(t)>O with ~/p=m, a constant,
then T~>O and E~<O,
Proposition 8 is proven in the Appendix. Not
surprisingly, it concludes that if prices are rising
relatively more quickly, foresters wish to delay harvests
to take advantage of that price rise. What is surprising
is that the optimal level of silvicultural effort
.27
unambiguously declines in response to relatively more
rapid secular price rise.
price level and the rate of
effects on optimal choices.
The conclusion is that the
price increase have opposite
Discussion
The preceding four sections of this PaPer
contained an analysis of optimal forest management in what
might be called the Faustmann tradition. In particular,
the adoption of assumptions which guarantee a steady-state
allows one to conclude that all rotations are the same;
this allows in turn the derivation of the expression (2)
which is the value of land used in forestry. This
approach proves amenable to standard manipulation to
obtain comparative statics results, but the steady-state
assumption is not strictly necessary.
As Samuelson (1976) has pointed out, one can just as
well analyze a single rotation period and include in the
analysis a rental payment on land. Denote this rental
payment by R. Then the present value over one rotation
(imposing for convenience a fixed silvicultural input
assumption)
T





where R is a fixed set-up cost. Maximization of present
value with respect to T, solving for T*, the optimal28
rotation, and plugging back in yields V*. The rental
payment will be set in competitive markets for land and
will be such that V*=O. Let R* be this equilibrium rental
payment. Integrating the last term of the RHS of (24) and




This tells us that the rental payment will be the interest
charge on the value of the land used in forestry, as would
be expected. Here, the value of the land in forestry, as
given by the term in brackets above, is the fixed effort
analogy of (2). The steady-state assumptions assure this.
However, it is more generally true that this approach
may be used even if a steady-state does not obtain. For,
even if.the expression (2) is not the present value of
maximal forest rents, a market value of land will exist,
which will reflect the present value of optimal rents from
whatever pattern of optimal choices over time. Including
an interest charge on this land value in calculating an
optimal single rotation will yield a rotation that is
efficient, Thus, including a carrying cost.on the market
value of the land and optimizing over one rotation is a
more general approach than that used above.
The steady-state assumptions are more
one moves to the analysis of timber supply




reason imply the need to achieve a new age class distribu-
tion on the forest, an adjustment that requires a sub-
stantial amount of time. Myopic response to cyclical
price variation almost certainly is not optimal, but full
analysis of the problem is
the case of certainty.
This may explain why
exceedingly difficult, even in
many forestry firms do not
supply all of their raw material needs from their own
land. If y*(p,w,r) is small relative to ~, where p =
c- (7) and c(y) is the cost function for processing
facilities; and z = j-y* is made up of outside purchases,
then, as p fluctuates, and therefore ~ fluctuates, the
variation can be realized by adjustments in z with qty
fixed.
The treatment of a secular price trend in this model
clearly is unsatisfactory, for this price trend should be
endogenous to the system. This implies the absence of a
steady-state and the need for a more elaborate model of
the forest sector to explain the existence of a rising
price. All of these are fruitful areas for further
research.FOOTNOTES
* Assistant Professor, Department of Agricultural
and Applied Economics, University of Minnesota. The
helpful comments of Richard C. Porter, G. Robinson Gregory,
and Richard Brazee on an earlier draft of the paper are
acknowledged. Financial assistance via a fellowship from
Resources for the Future is acknowledged as well. Remaining
errors are, of course, the sole responsibility of the
author.
1. The short-runtlong run distinction is dropped
here due to confusion that might arise regarding the time
it takes to make such adjustments. The “short-run”
is before entry can occur; here, however, short-run
adjustments may take a very long time, at least one
rotation of (possibly) 80 years. The entry of new areas
may be quite rapid, however. Thus , in the context of a
regulated forest, the short-run may be longer than the
long-run.
2. This is not strictly correct. Jackson is refer-
ring to static stability (i.e., Walarsian or Marshallian);
an upward sloping supply curve is not required (see,
e.g., Henderson and Quandt, 1971, p. 133-136). Of course,
the usual criticism of the concept of static stability
applies here as well; stability is a dynamic problem and,
while the (local) comparative statics exercise makes
little sense without local dynamic stability, the
derivation of restrictions on comparative statics results
by appeal to dynamic stability (e.g., Samuleson’s
“Correspondence Principle”, 1947) requires a model that
explicitly is dynamic.
3. Heaps and Neher (1979) have studied a model with
such a restriction and demonstrated the optimality of
intervals during which harvests takes place where the
beginning (and ending) of subsequent intervals a= the
Faustmann age apart.
4. Actually, Hyde recognizes the functional
dependence of the optimal rotation and level of silvi-
cultural input on parameters of the problem (P.61 ), but
he does not incorporate this into his analysis.
5. Of course, all of this discussion re-lates to the
sign of this derivative in the neighborhood of an optimum
and not to the shape of F outside the neighborhood for
which the Implicit Function Theorem holds.6. A fully regulated forest is one with a balanced
age class distribution, i.e., l\T units of area are of
each age from one to T. This allows equal harvests each
period.
7. Technically, if the interest rate is zero, an
optimal rotation does not exist since the objective
function is unbounded. I am actually considering the form
of the solution in the limit as the interest rate
approaches zero.References
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Proof of Proposition 1:
From (10) and the rule of matrix multiplication,
can be written as the single equation
[H]~]=-~~
Then by Cramer’s Rule
From (6) and (7), V~T<O and V~E<O. By (llb) V* >0. To pE
sign V* note that (3) can be rearranged to yield pT
-rT*
pF~(l-e )-rPF*+rwE* = O
so that
F~(l.e‘rT*).rF* = -rwE*/p < (J,
But this is just V* pT as given by clla). Since det(H)>O
by (5), all of the signs are established excepe V*T. By
(8), V~T<O if F~T<O or if O<pF~T(l-e‘rT*)~r(pF~-w) and -

















Using (12) and the signs in the above proof for the other
elements, the result follows.
q.e.d.
Proof of Proposition 3:











From (13b), V~E<O. Establishing the sign of V~T requires
a little more work. From (3) we have that
pF~(l-e
-rT*
)-rpF*+rwE* = O (Al)
or
(pF~/r)(l-e-rT*)= pF*+wE*
From (13a), V~T>C<)O as pT*F~e‘rT*>(<)pF*-wE* . Substitut-
ing from (Al) we have
-rT*
‘]E>(<)O as pT*F& ‘rT*>(c)(pF~/r)(l-e )Multiplying through by re‘T*/pF~ results in the condition
rT*
v~T>(<)() as rT*>(<)e .1 .
But this second’inequality is negative for positive r;
h~nc~, v~T<o+ Combining this result with the other signs
provides the proof.
q.e.d.














and E; = _
Hence,
det (H)
sign E; ~ sign (V~TV~T”V~EV~T) .
From (6) and (7), V#E<O and ~T<O. By assumption, V~T<O.
The results hinge, then, on the signs of V~E and V~T.






‘;E>(=) (<)0 if F~E>(.=) (K)O.
Furthermore,
~T<o if (a) rF~T>F~ or
v~T>o if
V:T=O if
F:>rF;T =d F:-rF~T>rF](e ‘T*-l)‘1 .
F~.rF~T(e ‘T*-l)‘1
The results follow.
Proog of Proposition 8:
Using the matrix equation








v~T . F*(l.e -rT*j , 0.
q.e.d.